The clinoptilolite zeolite was mixed at 10% by volume with each of the two chosen rootzones, and 12 replicated randomised plots were set out so that there were:

- 3no. plots constructed with sand only rootzone;
- 3no. plots constructed with a sand plus 10% zeolite mixture;
- 3no. plots constructed with USGA only rootzone;
- 3no. plots constructed with a USGA plus 10% zeolite mixture.

The bulk of the research data was derived from sampling the rootzone material, grass clippings, and leachate collected from the 12 lysimeter plots which were constructed on site for the project. (A lysimeter is a tank system which enables the drainage water to be collected from each individual plot.)

**Figure 2: Root length – USGA (left), and USGA + Zeolite**

### ANALYSIS

The chosen methods to assess turf quality were: the measurement of colour (using a Minolta colorimeter); root length, root dry weight, and weekly measurements of grass clippings yield.

Analyses used to measure leachate was the measurement of NO3-N, NO4-N, P and K concentrations in the drainage leachate, using highly sophisticated electronic laboratory equipment.

Other analyses to compare treatment effects between the four rootzone mixtures included:

- Particle size distribution;
- Dry bulk density;
- Hydraulic conductivity;
- Available soil nutrient (P, K, Mg, S, Fe);
- Leaf tissue analysis (N, P, K, Mg, S, Ca, Mn);
- Soil pH;
- Organic matter content;
- Cation exchange capacity.

Eight hypotheses were proposed for investigation in all, and the data collected from each of the testing methods was analysed using the multi sample analysis technique 'Two-way Factorial Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with Replication' in Genstat (2001) software.

Finally, the 'Least significant difference' (LSD) statistical test was carried out, in order to determine whether treatment means were significantly different to each other.

The results chapter ran to 27 pages, and it would be difficult to provide a meaningful summary or conclusion within this short article.

Typically though, there were several measured improvements in the treatment plots that included the zeolite amendment, but almost all of these improvements were technically shown to be 'insignificant' when analysed statistically.

An example of this is shown below in relation to the hydraulic conductivity data: Inspection of Figure 2, shows that the significant difference in mean hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) was between the two sand and the two USGA treatments, i.e. the significant difference in Ksat is a function of rootzone not zeolite amendment.

Figure 2. Histogram to show final field saturated hydraulic conductivity (m/day) for the four treatments. Error bars show the LSD at the 95% CI = 5.342 m/day.

Note: Treatments - left to right: Sand only S/O, Sand + Zeolite S/Z, USGA only U/O, and USGA + Zeolite U/Z.

These particular results therefore indicated that concerns over the possible loss of drainage performance due to Zeolite amendment were not founded at the 10% rate. (In fact the addition of the amendment was seen to improve the drainage performance).

For those who may be interested in more detail about the Thesis investigation, I have included the following abstract, and the complete Thesis is available for reference at the Cranfield University at Silsoe library. It is also my understanding that a paper will be forthcoming from the University in due course.

### ABSTRACT

The requirements of a modern golf green include good drainage and a resistance to compaction which has led to sand based constructions with sand being the major component within the rootzone construction mixture, however, the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of such rootzones is typically very low and nutrient retention is poor which could have a significant effect on the quality of the turf.

The addition of amendments into the rootzone mixture to increase the CEC may have the effect of reducing hydraulic conductivity which may compromise the drainage performance of the rootzone and be undesirable in design terms.

The research project aimed to investigate whether the incorporation of an inorganic amendment with high CEC would: i) significantly increase the CEC of the rootzone without significantly reducing the hydraulic conductivity, ii) show significant improvement in turf quality when compared to no added amendment, and iii) show measurable benefits of nutrient retention within the rootzone and a reduction in nutrient leachate within the drainage water.

In-the-field lysimeter experiment was conducted using grass plots sown with a traditional U.K. 80:20 ratio Festuca / Agrostis grass seed mixture, which was grown in sand only, and USGA mixture rootzones. Rootzones were amended with inorganic clinoptilolite zeolite at 10% by volume.

Soil analyses were conducted at the start and the end of the experiment, and measurements of grass quality were monitored over a 13 week period.

Data was gathered on: hydraulic conductivity, soil nutrient analysis, leaf tissue nutrient, root length and root weight, leaf colour; and nutrient leachate. Results were statistically analysed using analysis of variance (ANOVA).

The results showed that CEC was not significantly increased as a function of adding the amendment, but there was a significant increase between the sand without amendment and the USGA with amendment. Hydraulic conductivity and dry bulk density was not significantly changed, but Ksat did increase and the dry bulk density decreased, when amendment was added.

There was no significant improvement in turf quality based on the methods of assessment used, which raised a number of queries in relation to more complex factors and variables that effect turf growth, and the limited duration of the research.

Other significant results included evidence of much higher levels of Iron (Fe) within the leaf tissue of the non amended sand only treatment, and a reduction in Potassium (K) leachate within the drainage of the amended treatments.

### WHAT DID I GAIN FROM THE MSc LEARNING EXPERIENCE?

I had a great sense of personal achievement when I was finally telephoned by Alex Vickers and told about my degree award, and after two years hard slog, I can now look forward to a year with a lot less time spent with my head buried in books, and a lot more time back out on golf courses doing my advisory work.

Coming from a practical background, I feel that I will have the ability to apply a lot of what I learnt to practical situations in the field, which I think will therefore be of benefit to the greenkeepers, turf managers and clients that I work with.

I am very grateful to BIGGA and Ransomes Jacobsen for their help through the scholarship fund, and especially grateful to my family for their patience and support over the past two years.

Looking back on the whole learning experience, it was certainly a challenge, but one made all the more rewarding by the people I met and got to know. I liked the time flexibility of modular system and the variety of subject areas covered within the course. My top tip for anyone contemplating the MSc course would be to choose a less complicated Thesis project than I did - but as we know hindsight is a wonderful thing!
Ayrshire

Check it out now Funk-Soul-Brothers! If any of y'all are interested in playing football against the West Section give me a ring on 01292 478606. We are aiming to get the match played this month or next.

Hope those recently returned from Harrogate all had a great time and any sore heads are recovered. I mean what with all that increased brain activity from the various educational opportunities on offer!

Our own lain Barr succeeds Archie Dunn as Scottish Chairman, so on behalf of the section, all the best Iain and enjoy your term.

Congratulations also to George Brown who steps down as National Chairman and resumes normal life again. I'm sure all the section appreciates the work George has put in to improve our standing both in this country and throughout the world. I've heard through the grapevine, however, that as George resumes his golf matches with plans to up the stakes, so to speak, his wife Brenda would prefer he leave the prize as before, whatever the cost!

Remember any news just keep to yourself, coz I'm on a roll. Yeah Baby!

Dennis Tweedie

Northern

Just the one new member to report this month, and that is, Dennis Lake, who is an assistant greenkeeper at Cullen GC, in Moray.

Hopefully everyone has got over the New Year celebrations without too much trouble and is looking forward to the new season, which is not that far away.

Harrogate will have come and gone by the time you will receive this report. No doubt there will be plenty to report on in next month's report.

The Scottish Conference is taking place at Dunfermline College on March 2. There are many speakers organised for the day and I am sure it will be worth the effort, to make the trip down.

Another former greenkeeper still on the go is Malcolm Macdonald, formerly of Kingussie GC, for many years. He is 80 now and still going strong.

Not much else to report this month, but if anyone wants anything mentioned in the report then phone me on 01997 420155.

lain Gunn

East

Welcome to the first column of the year and a happy new year to you all. The Section held its AGM at the beginning of November at Winterfield GC and we had more than 20 members in attendance, which wasn't bad at all.

This year we changed the format and had the AGM first, then a light lunch, then a game of golf over 10 holes in the four-ball better-ball format. This was a success and we will continue that next year.

The AGM was very quiet with the only changes being to the committee structure with Andy Forrest, Peter Ormiston, Robert Hogarth, and Stuart Crawford all standing down. Since then Craig Pennycuick has also stood down, so I would like to thank them for all the time and effort they have put in over the years and hopefully can welcome them back some time in the future. Thanks lads.

The committee has agreed to have a slimmed down group for the future. The committee is now: Chairman, Chris Yeaman; Vice Chairman, Graham Wood; Sec/Treasurer, Steve Dixon; Past Chairman, Tom Murray; and Messrs Greenwood, Neilson, Watson, and the new member voted on at the AGM, Frank Forrest of Swansnest GC.

Welcome to the committee, Frank, and we hope you enjoy your time with us. That's all the news from the AGM except a big thanks to Winterfield GC for the use of their facilities and courtesy of the course; the clubhouse staff for looking after us and Craig Pennycuick and his team for the condition of the course and for having excellent weather laid on for us. Thanks also to Regional Administrator, Peter Boyd, for coming along on the day and keeping us up to date with things that are happening in the Association.

The annual dinner dance took place in Aberlady, at the Kilspindie House Hotel, on December 6 and what a great night it was. All those who attended enjoyed themselves, which is what it's all about. The meal was excellent, the disco good, the refreshments even better and the company superb, so roll on next year – we hope to see you there.

People on the move this month are Colin Noble who has left Cardrona Hotel Golf...
and Country Club to take up the position of Head Greenkeeper at Peebles Golf Club
and Billy Hudson who has left Newbattle GC to take up the position of Head
Greenkeeper at Peebles Golf Club and Country Club to take up the position of Head
Greenkeeper at Whitehill House GC. Congratulations to you both and all the best for
the future.
By the time you read this Harrogate BTME 2004 will have passed so I will have a
report next month from the conference and the show.
Well that’s it for this month and I hope your winter programmes are proceeding
and the weather is good to all of us as we head towards another busy season.
I will have in Section news next month dates of outings etc., etc. Please can
somebody send me something of interest to put in this column, as you must get
tired with what I write. Let me know if you have some old pictures of interest so
we can get more things in each month.
I’m sitting here waiting. Here’s all the information you need to send news to me:
Westwyn, West Linton Golf Club, West Linton, Borders; EH46 7HN, or phone 01968
661313 (home), 01968 661721 (office), 07719 580 449 (mobile) or e-mail
CHRISCY26@AOL.COM. Come on who’s going to be first?
CHRIS

Central
Due to lack of time there is not a great deal of news for you this month.
With regards to previous reports on this year’s spring golf tournament, which we
had planned for Elie, due to circumstances out of our control, we are in the process
of making alternative arrangements and hopefully Crail Golfing Society will be the
venue instead of Elie. I will keep you posted.
A new member joining us this month is James McAdam, from Glenbervie Golf
Club, and also from Glenbervie, rejoining the Section is Michael Hanlon. We extend
a warm welcome to them both from everyone in the Section.
As I said in the first paragraph, time is short this month so I will give all of you
who have still failed to purchase or return your Club 2000 tickets another month’s
grace to do so.
Well, that’s it for this month. I’m off to the green staff Christmas night out in New
York!
John Crawford

Northern
Well another BTME Show is done and dusted and so the season begins. It was
great to see so many of you make the annual pilgrimage to the now capital of the
greenkeeping world – the coach was full (on the way up) but not on the way back, I
wonder why?
Perhaps you enjoyed a late night in one of the local hostelries? Our thanks once
again to Danny Tomkins and Amenity Technology for their sponsorship and the
gratis food and beverages up at the Old Swan Hotel, from one and all.
Those of you making the trip across the pond to the GCSAA show in San Diego
may well be on your way as this magazine arrives through your door. Bernhard’s are
once again taking a 10-strong delegation to meet up with US superintendents to
gain knowledge and see how the same jobs are done over there – if you are
thinking of a trip to the show next year it is back in the Orange County Convention
Centre, off International Drive in Orlando, Florida. Get your names posted to
Bernhard’s for consideration. This really is a fantastic trip and it is educational as
well!
Our Northern Wales Golf Days for this year have been penciled in place, ‘four’ in all.
The first is the spring tournament at Porthmadog GC on May 20 followed by the N.
Wales versus N. West match at Vale Royal Abbey GC on June 9 for a 1.30pm start
(please get your names down as we require a full and unbeatable team). The autumn
tournament is at Bromborough GC on October 1 and the Christmas one is back at
Prestatyn GC on December 1.
There will also be a Golf Management Trophy hosted by BIGGA on August 23.
This will be in team format and consist of the Greenkeeper or Course Manager with
the Secretary and Professional and one other committee member from their
respective clubs (more details to follow).
We look forward to seeing as many of you attending as possible. These are fun
days out and whether you can play golf or not it is a good day out and a chance to
meet up with your counterparts.
The Spring Seminar will take place this month at Carden Park GC. Now in its
second year it has a host of speakers with a wealth of knowledge and if you can make
the time it is well worth a visit, the date is February 24. Start time is 9.30am
to finish at around 3.45pm. The cost for members is £20 each, non-members £25
each, including food.
The guest speakers are Peter Wisbey, from Woodhall Spa; Tony Smith, from
Teeside GC; Bruce Jamieson, an independent agronomist for tournament play; Steve
Cox, Head of Tournaments from the PGA, will be talking on setting up a course up for
a major event and tournament rules. Your key host will be Duncan McGilvary. We
have only enough space for 100 people so get in touch as soon as possible so as
to not to miss out! See you next month.
Any news or views give me a call.
Home 01925 263394. Mobile 07778 162162. e-mail acomgolf@supanet.com
Mesen Cymru
Andrew Acom

North Wales
Well another BTME Show is done and dusted and so the season begins. It was
great to see so many of you make the annual pilgrimage to the now capital of the
greenkeeping world – the coach was full (on the way up) but not on the way back, I
wonder why?
Perhaps you enjoyed a late night in one of the local hostelries? Our thanks once
again to Danny Tomkins and Amenity Technology for their sponsorship and the
gratis food and beverages up at the Old Swan Hotel, from one and all.
Those of you making the trip across the pond to the GCSAA show in San Diego
may well be on your way as this magazine arrives through your door. Bernhard’s are
once again taking a 10-strong delegation to meet up with US superintendents to
gain knowledge and see how the same jobs are done over there – if you are
thinking of a trip to the show next year it is back in the Orange County Convention
Centre, off International Drive in Orlando, Florida. Get your names posted to
Bernhard’s for consideration. This really is a fantastic trip and it is educational as
well!
Our Northern Wales Golf Days for this year have been penciled in place, ‘four’ in all.
The first is the spring tournament at Porthmadog GC on May 20 followed by the N.
Wales versus N. West match at Vale Royal Abbey GC on June 9 for a 1.30pm start
(please get your names down as we require a full and unbeatable team). The autumn
tournament is at Bromborough GC on October 1 and the Christmas one is back at
Prestatyn GC on December 1.
There will also be a Golf Management Trophy hosted by BIGGA on August 23.
This will be in team format and consist of the Greenkeeper or Course Manager with
the Secretary and Professional and one other committee member from their
respective clubs (more details to follow).
We look forward to seeing as many of you attending as possible. These are fun
days out and whether you can play golf or not it is a good day out and a chance to
meet up with your counterparts.
The Spring Seminar will take place this month at Carden Park GC. Now in its
second year it has a host of speakers with a wealth of knowledge and if you can make
the time it is well worth a visit, the date is February 24. Start time is 9.30am
to finish at around 3.45pm. The cost for members is £20 each, non-members £25
each, including food.
The guest speakers are Peter Wisbey, from Woodhall Spa; Tony Smith, from
Teeside GC; Bruce Jamieson, an independent agronomist for tournament play; Steve
Cox, Head of Tournaments from the PGA, will be talking on setting up a course up for
a major event and tournament rules. Your key host will be Duncan McGilvary. We
have only enough space for 100 people so get in touch as soon as possible so as
to not to miss out! See you next month.
Any news or views give me a call.
Home 01925 263394. Mobile 07778 162162. e-mail acomgolf@supanet.com
Mesen Cymru
Andrew Acom

North East
Well, by the time that Section members read this month’s offering, BTME will have
come and gone. I hope all the hard work that the Association puts into its
organisation has reaped the usual dividends. I hope Tony Smith’s talk on ‘Stress in the
Workplace’ went well.
The recent mild, wet weather has seen an increase in fungal attacks and it has
also made it difficult for courses carrying out major constructions.
The Bedale Golf Club greens’ team has thrown a challenge down. They wonder if
any clubs in the area fancy a game of indoor five-a-side footie. They are prepared to
travel. If anyone is interested in playing please contact Pembro on 07989 508878. If
you lot get some games under your belts it should help in honing your skills ready
for the Rigby Taylor Indoor Football tournament coming up this spring.

Tony Mears has forwarded details of an extensive course extension and drainage scheme recently carried out by Dirdsdale Spa. Four acres of farmland was purchased and has been used to extend the course by 400 yards. Cliff Addison Drainage installed over 3,500 meters of drainage.

Stage one comprised of the construction of a new pond, a new tee and new green. The green will be needed in the spring. Trees, gorse and broom will also be planted to enhance the area. Most of the work has been done 'in-house' so congratulations to Tony and his fine team.

Stage two will commence next autumn with another green and tee planned for construction on the existing course. On completion of the whole project the course will benefit from a new par-4 hole and an extended par-4. Let's hope for good weather for us all.

Any news to myself on 07831 214879.

Cheers

Terry 'El Prez' Charlton

---

**North West**

I will once again be struggling for news as nobody has submitted any, but I would like to congratulate Peter Cross and Warren Bevan on being selected for the Bernhard tournament to the GCSAA in San Diego, California in February. I am sure this will be the trip of a lifetime being able to meet greenkeepers from overseas, and to see how things are done over the pond. Good luck to both of you.

I am presently working on getting venues for this year's golf tournaments etc. and as soon as this is completed I will get the fixture lists completed and sent out to you all.

The Regional final I organised for the last four years has now been cancelled, but the Regional Administrator, Peter Larter, will be organising a tournament involving teams from golf clubs, consisting of Secretary, Captain, Greenkeeper and a golf club member. Scotts will sponsor this, and further information will follow shortly.

Don't forget to read the education pages in the magazine, as there are plenty of educational presentations available in all areas.

That's it for now but you can contact me on 0151 724 5412 or 07761 583387.

Good luck in 2004.

Bert Cross

---

**Midland**

With it being the romantic month of St. Valentine, I was rather hoping to report on the antics of our Chairman Mr Stant. However, he has for sometime now been in a wholesome and rewarding relationship. Therefore attention must be cast elsewhere.

Since my good friend John James Joseph Wilkes (Deputy at Harborne) entered a chatroom on the internet he has, for some reason, been traversing the length and breadth of Britain. John, on the 14th, take the day off, the post person will need a hand! Wherefore art thou Romeo?

The Christmas tournament was held at Enville Golf Club on December 9. Our thanks to Graham Patrick and his fine team for preparing the course to such a high standard at perhaps the most difficult time of the year. What fantastic greens. The results of the day were; 1. E. Stant and J. Palmer; 2. A. Walker and R Woodham; 3. M. Raynor of Scotts for the wine on the table.

The Treasurer has asked that could those wishing to attend, please send entries as soon as possible to make number planning and finance a lot easier. Thank you.

Over the last 12 months it has been lovely to see many new faces at our events, I hope this encouraging trend will continue this year.

For those who have yet to take part in our events, may I point out that not only do you get to enjoy some superb venues at great value but they are also an excellent opportunity to promote yourself, the Section, and are, by their nature, educational. Please join us; you will be made very welcome. We all look forward to seeing you.

Finally, don't forget the 'Effective Communication' course to be held at Shirley Golf Club on March 16 and 17. Should you require a booking form please contact me on 07816-410-552 or ring BIGGA HQ.

Looking forward with anticipation to receiving a Valentine's card, but hopefully not from my mates, again! Dream on Schwilbilly!

Sean McDade

B&BO

As always we hit that time of the year when the spirit of Harrogate remains a distant memory as we all get ready to tackle the year ahead.

The new Rules of Golf introduced this year are the biggest revision for 20 years, with each of the 34 rules governing play being amended by the R&A, within which there are many areas of interest to both playing and non-playing greenkeepers.

These changes came into force on January 1 and commenting on these changes R&A Rules Secretary, David Rickman, said, "In an essentially self-regulating sport, players need the rules readily available and as simple to understand as we can make them."

One key area is how the game is played with particular interest paid to the upkeep of golfing etiquette in the modern game. Indeed the section on etiquette has been totally rewritten and now spells out in great detail the manner in which the game should be played and the responsibility of each and every player to repair divots, pitch marks and spike marks on the greens.

It also makes it clear that before leaving a bunker, players should carefully fill up and smooth over all holes and footprints made by them and nearby, made by others.

Disregarding of etiquette to the detriment of others can be regarded as a serious breach of the rules of golf and may lead to rule 33-7 being invoked.

Rule 33-7 states: if a committee considers that a player is guilty of a serious breach of etiquette, it may impose a penalty of disqualification under this rule.

While it is the duty of every professional minded greenkeeper to keep abreast of new developments within the industry it is not often we are gifted with a new rule that allows its interpretation to so handsomely sit in the greenkeepers right hand.

As with many golfing rules if the players are oblivious to its existence they will not be aware that they have committed a breach of etiquette. Therefore, it is the duty of the greenkeepers to enforce the rule and impose the appropriate penalty of disqualification.

Disregarding of etiquette to the detriment of others can be regarded as a serious breach of the rules of golf and may lead to rule 33-7 being invoked.

The Treasurer has asked that could those wishing to attend, please send entries as soon as possible to make number planning and finance a lot easier. Thank you.

Over the last 12 months it has been lovely to see many new faces at our events, I hope this encouraging trend will continue this year.

For those who have yet to take part in our events, may I point out that not only do you get to enjoy some superb venues at great value but they are also an excellent opportunity to promote yourself, the Section, and are, by their nature, educational. Please join us; you will be made very welcome. We all look forward to seeing you.

Finally, don't forget the 'Effective Communication' course to be held at Shirley Golf Club on March 16 and 17. Should you require a booking form please contact me on 07816-410-552 or ring BIGGA HQ.

Looking forward with anticipation to receiving a Valentine's card, but hopefully not from my mates, again! Dream on Schwilbilly!

Sean McDade

---

**South West & South Wales**

South Wales

Croeso pawb! Hello everyone hope you all had a lovely Christmas and looking forward to a new year.

Firstly, on behalf of all the South Wales Section, I would like to congratulate and thank Peter Lacey for his undoubted commitment and efforts over the last 10 years.
as Section Secretary.

A second generation greenkeeper Peter has represented the South with professionalism and help raise the profile of greenkeepers, Peter was presented with a token of thanks at the Christmas event well done mate!


Presentation of letter opener and Quach to Secretary, Peter Lacey, in recognition of 10 years of service as Section Secretary - many thanks. Thanks to PK Golf Club for their hospitality, etc. Vitax and Joe Crawley who couldn’t be with us but is making a good recovery and will be with us at the BTME in Harrogate. To Celtic Mowers, and Ceri Richards, for organising the half way house, refreshments and for organising the superb prize table. All trade who supported the day and guests from the Club, IOG, WGU.

Education: Please find below the ‘Winter Evening Lecture’ series for 2004. These evenings will be held at Pencoed College (except for the millennium stadium visit), near Bridgend, in the lounge bar and will commence at 7.00pm. This series has once again been sponsored by Avoncrop Amenity Products to whom we are indebted for their continued support and sponsorship of education in the South Wales Section.

Wednesday January 14: Millennium Stadium Visit. Meet at Gate 4 at 7pm. Come and join us for a tour of the stadium by IOG Chairman, Tony Horne, while the new pitch is being installed for this year’s Six Nations Championship. A Buffet Super will be provided, courtesy of Inturf.

Wednesday February 11: Mr Peter Roberts, of HydroScape. An update on irrigation, legislation and responsible water management and usage.

Wednesday March 10: Annual quiz and social evening.

Wednesday April 14: Huw Morgan MG. Course Manager of the Wildenmese Golf Club. ‘The Route to Master Greenkeeper’ and ‘Back as an Open Qualifier’

Wednesday April 25 for our first tournament of the year.

The results. 1. Neil Pullen, 42 pts; 2. Rob Holland, 39 pts; 3. John Fullagar, 37 pts.

Those attending any of the above educational evenings can claim a single CPD credit.

Any information on the Greenkeeping front then get in touch at kerryjojokone@yahoo.co.uk

Coffin Cymnes a blevwdyn newydd dda. Best wishes and a happy new year. Kerry Jones.

South Coast

Christmas has come and gone and we are now well into the new year. The Section has been quiet over the last month with little to report on. The new year seems to have had a bad start for three of the clubs within our Section as there has seemed to have had a bad start for three of the clubs within our Section as there has been a spate of vandalism. Trevor Blythe, at Hockley, had a bad vandalism attack where two morons in 4x4s decided to ‘off road’ across his course causing £16,000 worth of damage.

Queens Park Golf Club has also been a victim of the ‘off road’ brigade but with motorbikes. Parkstone has seen one of their greens doused with a can of petrol and set light. If our jobs aren’t difficult enough, we have to repair the damage made by mindless idiots!

On a lighter note we must congratulate Joe Cooper on his selection on to the BigGA delegation to the GCSAA show in San Diego. Having been fortunate myself last year I can honestly say you will have a great, but hectic, week, Joe, so enjoy yourself.

If you have not returned your completed registration forms for the Section seminar then please get them back to me as soon as possible. I look forward to seeing many of you there on the day. I am just preparing to travel to BTME which I will report on in full next month.

Until next month

Alex McCombie

South West

Happy New Year to you all. Not much to report on since the last time. However, there is one piece of news that may interest you, I am leaving Bath Golf Club at the end of March and becoming self employed and, guess what, specialising in fine turf maintenance, landscaping and conservation. I will still be your education officer and an associated member of BigGA so I will still be responsible for all your training needs. I will also be an NVQ assessor, so please do not hesitate to contact me if you need any assessing on your golf course.

The course walk on your golf days will continue and hopefully enhanced with follow up talks afterwards (watch this space).

By the time you read this another successful BTME will have taken place and thanks to our continued patronage support we will hopefully be offering another expenses paid trip to next year’s event at Harrogate.

Sam Kennedy, from Bowood Golf Club, has been our first successful candidate and attended BTME from the Sunday through to the Thursday. If anyone is in doubt about the patronage scheme, the money is being ploughed back into education and we hope in the near future to be funding our own education days and seminars.

If you have any ideas how the money should be spent then please contact a committee member with your ideas. See you at West Wiltshire Golf Club on February 25 for our first tournament of the year.

Contact me on 01225 333928. Mobile: 0781123 80936.

Guy Woods

Devon and Cornwall

Our Christmas meeting was held at Okehampton Golf Club on Tuesday December 9. The format for the day was Greensomes Stableford with 60 members competing for the PJ. Flegg Trophy. The Head Greenkeeper, Richard Wisdom, escorted the remaining 21 members on the customary course walk.

After an excellent Christmas lunch, comedian, Jimmy Quinn, had everybody in stitches for over an hour! After this, Paul Watson, of PJ. Flegg, presented the prizes for the day.

The winners of the P.J. Flegg Trophy were father and son combination, Paul Bullen, formerly of Newquay (now retired), and Jonathan Bullen, of Staddon Heights. I would like to thank, on behalf of the Section, the catering staff for a superb lunch. Also, thanks go to Richard Quinn and his team, for presenting the course in excellent condition and to Okehampton Golf Club for the use of their excellent facilities once again.

I would also like to thank comedian Jimmy Quinn for making our day even more enjoyable and, last but not least, thanks to our sponsor, Patrick of PJ.Flegg Ltd. Patrick has sponsored our Christmas event for the last 20 years and the section would like to express their gratitude for his continued support.

Dates for your Diary:

Our next meeting will be held at West Cornwall Golf Club on Wednesday February 18.

The Section has been holding a machinery maintenance workshop at Seale Hayne College on Monday, March 1, and details will be sent out to all members in due course.

If you have any information for this column, please contact me on 01822 617671.

Steve Evans

Kent

As we start a new year what sort of weather can we look forward to, will it be a cold start with a long warm summer like last year or can we hope for some rain? On to the Turkey Trot which was held at Birchwood Golf Club on December 10. Rob Holland, Course Manager, and his team produced a course in excellent condition. Even with rain prior to the day the course had great putting surfaces, which I am afraid, as my playing partners can confirm, were too good for me. I only had the odd 1,2,3 etc. three putts. We were even lucky enough to have the sun, which made for a good all round golf day, from speaking to fellow competitors it was a thoroughly good event.

I would like to thank Rob and his staff for preparing the course to a high standard, to the catering department for the evening meal and to the management of the club for allowing us to hold the event at Birchwood Park GC.

The results. 1. Neil Pullen, 42 pts; 2. Rob Holland, 39 pts; 3. John Fullagar, 37 pts.
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Longest drive went to Duncan Kelso and nearest the pin was Michael Wigston. We would like to thank Ransomes Jacobsen for the coffee and food on arrival and Tacit for sponsoring nearest the pin and the longest drive.

Other sponsors included Avon Crop, Driving Force Leisure, John Shaw Machinery and Parkers. Thank you to all of the companies for their support at this event and over the previous year.

The results from the Kent Section AGM will be in next month’s issue. That just leaves me to say have a good month.

Phil Belton

East Anglia

What! Another year gone... must have blinked. Anyway, Happy New Year and all that. Hope you had a good Crimble. Another Turkey Trot came and went and it was a marvelous day as ever. No rain, slight frost, handsome. Course was in good nick, Ian and the crew.

There were 80 half asleep souls in the clubhouse at 8 o’clock in the morning. Considering the distances some travelled, the North Norfolk Nomads in particular, to be one of them!)

East Anglia

Where would we be without him?

Alan and James Sharp, Bob Barnes and James Burton and they scored 54.9. The and were getting into the swing, so to speak. By 2.30pm we were all having a slap up meal in a nice country club overlooking the sea. The food was lovely then came the prizes presented by Mick Crabtree, Thorpeness Vice Captain (I’ve always wanted to be one of them!).

It was a Texas Scramble and the first team was called ‘We’re Alright’. They were Alan and James Sharp, Bob Barnes and James Burton and they scored 54.9. The second team was not called anything but there were two Nomads in there. They were Roger and Stuart Plummer, David (Jim) Hawkins and Richard Whiting with 55-6. The third team also had no title but ‘Despenados’ springs to mind! They were Stephen Curtis, Paul Gould, Stuart Edge and Gavin Playford with 56-6.

The main sponsors were CMW but there were others (take a deep breath).

Nearset the pin on the 2nd, 7th, 10th and 16th was sponsored by Aitkens, Seoul Nassau (DFL), Collier Turfcare, John Deere, Tomlinson Groundcare – Ben Burgess respectively. And won by Martin Mison, Alan Sharp, Stuart Plummer and Mark Clements. Nearest the pin in two on the 6th was sponsored by Toro and won by Peter Howard. Take another breath there’s more.

Longest drive: on the 1st for 16-28 handicaps was sponsored by Primary Irrigation and won by Ian Willett, on the 4th it was sponsored by Autoflow and won by Andy Curson. 0-15 handicap on the 18th for everyone was sponsored by Consultant Clarkson and won by Neil Meadows.

Other Sponsors were: Ransomes Jacobsen, SISIS, Atterton & Bernhard, Bartram Mowers, K.B. Leach, Sheriffs, Scotts, Rigby Taylor, Headland Amenity Products and Tacit who sponsored the baguettes.

We had a brief speech from Edward about the Clarkson Cup which is a new national tournament played through the summer. I’m sure it will become more popular as time goes by. This year there were six teams and the Royal Plummers won it from the Royal Corner.

We also had a speech from our proud President, Colin Rushbrook. He is keeping a tradition going started by Ernie, to present a bottle of port to a greengreen for his contribution to greenkeeping. This year I was the proud recipient (when I find out what I’ve done I’ll let you know).

Serious though, I was really pleased. The funny thing was I was taking down what Colin was saying and I suddenly thought, “I know that bloke” well there aren’t what I’ve done I’ll let you know).

Surrey

Hello February, goodbye January and BTME at Harrogate. Goodbye workshops, seminars and the opportunity to meet old friends in that old fashioned wine bar the Peppermint Hippo. I shall be reporting on any humorous incidents from Harrogate in next month’s edition.

A Surrey away team went down into deepest Sussex to play in their Turkey Trot at the East Sussex National Golf Club on December 12 and I am pleased to report that our team, Tony Bremer, Anthony Freeman, Mark Harvey and yours truly, played with such skill and determination that we managed to win the event despite the cruel weather and the harrowing journey down in Barry Robertson’s car.

Congratulations to Murray Long and his recent addition to his family. This is stop presses, no names and weight etc. yet, but these details will appear next month.

Congratulations also to Colin Gibson, the new course manager at Purley Downs Golf Club. Welcome to Surrey and we look forward to meeting you at this year’s events.

A short report I’m afraid but this month is quiet and it’s the best I can do. Let me know your news and maybe you will star in a future edition.

Brian Willmott

Essex

Firstly a belated Happy New Year to you all. Let’s hope this year the weather is a bit kinder to us all. My name is Geoff Smith, I’m Deputy Course Manager at Abridge Golf & Country Club, I won Golfer of the Year last year and I am your new scribe for my sins. I will try to put something in every month, but please, ladies and gentlemen, contact me with anything of interest or juicy gossip so I have lots to write about. You can contact me on 07763 778269.

Our last golfing event was at Forrester Park in November where I won Golfer of the Year. The weather was very kind to us all and Roland and greenkeeping team presented a fine course to us. Thank you to his staff and Forrester Park Golf Club for a very warm welcome and an excellent meal. I would also like to thank our sponsor, Ernest Doe, for the days. Thank you also to Headland, Seoul Nassau, Banks Amenity, Rigby Taylor, Tuckwells and Tacit for their expensive raffle prizes. Thank you to Don Clark, Course Manager of Orsett Golf Club for his not-so-expensive raffle prize.

Texas Scramble was the format for the day which I think everybody thought was a good idea and made a change. The winning team was Richard Hare, Arnold Phipps-Jones and Mick and Jim Dillway and the youthful Dennis Smith and finally, and definitely least, was the very quiet and youthful Dennis Smith and finally, and definitely least, was the very quiet and youthful Dennis Smith and finally, and definitely least, was the very quiet and youthful Dennis Smith and finally, and definitely least, was the very quiet and youthful Dennis Smith.

After an excellent meal, excellent drinks, excellent service from Forrester Park staff, excellent prize, an excellent raffle and Arnold Phipps-Jones’s speech we held our AGM. Officers elected for the coming year were as follows Chairman. Arnold Phipps-Jones; Secretary, Martin Forrester; Treasurer, Dominic Rodgers, and Competitions’ Secretary, David Beale. Golfer of the Year was then presented, which I won. I thought all the venues in 2003 were excellent and thank you to everyone involved at the courses and to David Beale for organising them.

Richard Hare and Dominic Rodgers represented the Essex Section at last year’s National Tournament. Dominic had a bad start to his round, good middle section and recovered well, Richard spent the night before with Dominic and just did not recover.

Dave informs me that next year’s events are as follows – April 27, Channels Golf Club; June 23, Ballards Gore Golf Club; August 5, Saffron Walden Golf Club; October 6, The Burstead Golf Club and finally, November 30, Orsett Golf Club.

I hope to attend all of these and hope to win Golfer of the Year, which I won last year. It was good to see so many new faces at our golf days last year. What did disappoint me though was that green staff who played in their own golf days did not attend other golf days, let’s try and put that right this year.

On the subject of David Beale, congratulations to him and his partner on the birth of their daughter Poppy. Don’t worry Dave, if you think it’s hard now wait ’til she gets older and starts bringing boyfriends home who are greengreeners.

Hope you guys and girls have all had a good time at Harrogate I look forward to hearing and then informing you all of some good stories, top money will be paid.

Not quite last but nearly congratulations on behalf of the whole of the Essex Section to Andy Sheehan who takes up his post this month at the illustrious K Club.

Good luck, Andy and keep in touch. We look forward to Dave arranging the away day at the K Club next year.

Finally I would like to just inform you that I won golfer of the year last year. Hope to hear from some of you soon.

Geoff “Golfer of the Year” Smith
The most cost effective way of reaching over 9,000 readers of Greenkeeper International every month. Just call Katie Davies on 01347 833800 and ask about an alphabetical category listing. The cost starts from as little as £34.00 per month.

WIN
ONE OF FIVE PADDDED BODYWARMERS

Now you can keep warm while you work when wearing this superb, rain resistant, padded Bodywarmer with zip fastening and press-stud storm flap. Five Bodywarmer's are being given away in this month's Buyers' Guide competition in association with GreenLink International & Rigby Taylor.

Entry could not be simpler! Listed below are a series of clues relating to ONE company featured in the ever popular Buyers' Guide. Take care to look through all the products and services shown and write down the name of the company which you think the following clues refer to:

WHO ARE WE?

1. The telephone number ends 6566.
2. The advert is in colour.
3. Both the e-mail ad web address end in .co.uk.

Write down your name, address, size and answer on a postcard and send your entries to: Turftime Teaser, Greenkeeper International, 2004. The first correct 5 entries drawn will receive a padded bodywarmer.

This competition is not open to BIGGA Staff or non-members.

This competition is not open to BIGGA Staff or non-members.

The solution to the January Turftime Teaser was 'Duncan Ross'. The lucky winner of the Digital Sony Hand-Held Voice Memo is Mr Melvyn Chapman from Durham City Golf Club - WELL DONE!
SOIL CONDITIONERS

Spraytech

Spraytech is a leading supplier of soil conditioners, turf protection, and rootzone management technology.

SOIL CONDITIONERS

Spraytech offers products known to man - granular charcoal for over 200 years.

Nurseries & Tenders

Nurseries & Tenders provide high-quality greens and tees, in loads of all sizes.

SPRAYING

Spraytech offers fast-growing trees for rapid improvement to new and developing golf courses.

TREES

Tillers Turf grows of fine turf

Tillers Turf specializes in turf for golf courses.

TREES

Our "NEW" De-mount for all turf trucks and pickups. Transverse mounting improves weight distribution.

TOP DRESSINGS

Banks Amenity Products Ltd

Banks Amenity Products Ltd offersexclusive manufacturers of FENDRESS GREENTOP™ & FENDRESS™ TOP DRESSINGS.

Large Trees for Sale

Large trees for sale at nursery seconds from £3.50 each.

EAGLE TYRE SERVICE

Eagle Tyre Service specializes in turf & ATV tyres and tubes.

LARGE TREES FOR SALE

Large trees for sale at nursery seconds from £3.50 each.

EAGLE TYRE SERVICE

Eagle Tyre Service offers a groundcare tyre specialist service.

REMEMBER

Remember to check the contact information for more details.